(with pictures

got some library pics of snails? that’d be good. Otherwise the Real Snail Mail team might let you use some of theirs

)

THE INTERNET COLUMN
By Giles Turnbull

While most of us have long since stopped getting any nice “snail mail” through the letterbox - it’s all advertising and bills these days - a team of scientists at Bournemouth University decided to put the snail back into email, and came up with the idea of Real Snail Mail.

It’s an experiment that merges the virtual and real worlds, combining the convenience of the web with the semi-random wanderings of real snails.

Three snails - named Cecil, Austin and Muriel - live in a glass tank in a lab somewhere in Bournemouth. The tank is luxuriously furnished with fresh soil and plenty of yummy lettuce leaves for them to feast on. 

Attached to each snail is a tiny microchip - so small that the snail would never notice it was there. At each end of the tank is an electronic widget that “delivers” emails to a snail. Each snail “carries” the message until it wanders near to the widget on the other side of the tank, at which point it is “delivered” back to the internet and makes its way to its recipient. 

You can send Real Snail Mail messages - and view a webcam of the latest hectic snail mail activity in the tank - at www.boredomresearch.net/rsm/. Don’t make it anything important, though; the snails tend to take two or three days to carry each message from one end of the tank to the other. 

+ Make your own mag +

MagCloud (www.magcloud.com) is a new idea for budding home publishers. You design your own magazine about anything you want. It could be a simple portfolio of your own work, or a proper publication with articles and adverts, it’s up to you. As long as you can turn it into a PDF, you can upload it to MagCloud. 

Your readers can then order as many copies as they like, and each one is printed on demand and posted straight to their door. MagCloud keeps a small cut, of course, but you can also make some cash on it too. It’s a bit pricey for UK readers because everything’s posted from the US, but the weak dollar makes up for that a bit.

+ Speak up Loud3r + 

Loud3r (www.loud3r.com) is a network of sites on specific topics. Each site is put together using search software and smart algorithms that look for patterns of like content. The result is sites like Decant3r (www.decant3r.com) for wine, Glaci3r (www.glaci3r.com) for the environment, even Woof3r (www.woof3r.com) for dogs. Visitors can join in, adding comments to everything on each site. Because they’re built using software, the results are a bit hit-and-miss; but it’s interesting to watch. The beginning of autoblogging, perhaps?

+ Diggin’ a hole +

If you want a good tale, go and read the amazing story at gardenbunker.blogspot.com. This (unnamed) chap in Jersey discovered an authentic wartime German bunker buried in a corner of his garden, and has been blogging his efforts to excavate it over the last few weeks. Start at the first post (titled “Background”) and work your way to today, for a thrilling and entertaining story of discovery and digging equipment.

+ Browsing around ... Egyptian mythology +

:: The Gods, the Myths, the Symbols
www.egyptianmyths.net/

:: A glossary of Egyptian mythology
www.egyptartsite.com/glossary.html

:: A guide to Egyptian gods
www.godchecker.com/pantheon/egyptian-mythology.php

:: An introduction to history and culture
www.reshafim.org.il/ad/egypt/

:: The Egyptian Book of the Dead, in English
http://interoz.com/egypt/bkofdead.htm

:: Photos from Egypt
flickr.com/places/Egypt

+ Thing of the week +

:: 100 explosions on the moon (watch the video)
http://science.nasa.gov/headlines/y2008/21may_100explosions.htm


Giles Turnbull has a web site at gilest.org

ENDS

